
Game Manual (Version 1)

Pavilion City…
…a former paradise now consumed by corruption and violence

Three warring factions are vying for total control

Everybody seems to be trying to kill you

Can you survive and make it to the top?

Do whatever you have to do!
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Getting Started:
If you stand any chance of survival in Pavilion City, you’ll need to know the basics.

You’ll find yourself at the Main Menu when you begin:

NEW GAME - Begin your adventure for the first time, or start a new adventure.

CONTINUE - Load your saved game.

SETTINGS - Change graphical and gameplay settings. Note: Some of these only take effect if you restart the game.

CONTROLS - View control scheme and switch between Gamepad/Keyboard modes.

CHEATS - Tired of playing fair? View cheat codes.

EXIT - Had enough already? Escape via this route.

Game Controls:
Total Anarchy has two control modes: Keyboard & Mouse, and Gamepad.

Most XInput gamepads are supported and will be detected automatically. Before starting the

game, you should connect your gamepad to your PC. When in the Main Menu, go to CONTROLS and

select the Gamepad control mode. If successful, your controller model name will appear on

screen.

You cannot use both modes simultaneously. For switching back to keyboard/mouse while your

gamepad is connected, you can select the desired mode in the pause menu or main menu.

Playstation 4 controllers are not supported by default and you will need a third party tool

such as DS4 Windows.

CONTROL LAYOUTS:

https://ds4-windows.com/


City Guide
Districts



Map of Pavilion City



Places to visit
Bars:

● The Naked Bishop
Location: Stanmer

Enjoy frothy IPAs and stouts that will give you the shits

for days afterwards. Now serving ready salted crisps.

Gourmet!

The Naked Bishop is known to buy (ahem) alternatively procured alcohol. Sell your booze back to

the pub for a tidy profit!

● Pigeon Hotel Bar
Location: East City Centre

The hotel bar is welcome to all guests and visitors at the

Pigeon hotel. Enjoy a watery cocktail while watching the

cricket on the 30 inch colour CRT, or join in the hourly bingo tournaments and win a novelty

pencil sharpener!

● Weathered Poon
Location: Blackgate

Come for the football, stay for the racist banter. Not

recommended for broadsheet readers or anyone under 50.

Tourists can just fuck right off.

Clubs:

● Entropy [FOR SALE!]
Location: East City Centre

Pavilion City’s seminal nightlife experience.

Get wrecked on molly and dance all night to DJs

spinning a mix of Trance, Deep House and Big Beat. Let’s get trendy! Over 25s better stay away.

● Club Snowcloud
Location: West City Centre

A rival club to Entropy, Snowcloud was founded in 1987 and

hosts a variety of Eurodance and Happy Hardcore nights.

It’s a bit of a sausage fest, but you’ll be too fucked off

your face to notice.

● Plump Kitten
Location: South City Centre

Girls Girls Girls! Did we mention they’re nude? Pavilion

City’s famous strip club. Performers are asking if patrons

can please throw banknotes instead of pound coins.

Entertainment:

● Beach Corp Records [FOR SALE!]
Location: South Redlyn

The office of Pavilion City’s most famous record label. The

label has financial woes due to most of the signed acts

turning up murdered in recent months. They are currently

looking for a buyer to hopefully bring back good fortunes.

● Ultrascreen Cinema [FOR SALE!]
Location: South Blackgate

A historic picture house since the ‘30s. Offering the

cultural delights of worldwide arthouse films for you to

stare at for hours.



● The Hotline Cafe [FOR SALE!]
Location: South Coast

For those of you ‘cyber-freaks’ jacked in on this

new ‘world wide web’ thing, this is apparently an

establishment that supplies it. Now in partnership

with Eric’s Ethernet Emporium!

Accomodation:

● Empire Tower
Location: Blackgate

Well furnished rooms are always available for very

agreeable rates at the Empire Tower. Suites are

priced starting from £500 per night. This price also includes parking.

● Pigeon Hotel Suites
Location: East City Centre

Luxury suites are available starting from £1000 per night,

offering a beautiful sea view across the south coast. A

very convenient location as close as possible to all the nightlife action!

Vehicle Services:

● Blink Respray
Location: Various locations around town

We don’t know how they do it, but these guys can repair

quite severe vehicle damage in moments. For just £500,

they’ll fix any body damage, change your tyres, extinguish

any engine fires and provide a complimentary new paint

job!

● Cars 4 Cash
Location: Various locations including North Stanmer

There’s good money to be made in selling cars, and these buyers

aren’t too sniffy about the origin. Cars 4 Cash will pay out

handsomely for fast cars in good condition.

● Ablative Armour
Location: Various locations including North Stanmer

Perfect for those of you who need extra vehicular protection,

Ablative Armour will enhance your car’s windows and chassis to

become virtually bulletproof. It comes at a fair cost, but it’s

worth considering if you find yourself a target.

● High Impact
Location: Various locations including East Redlyn

We’re not sure why this service is so popular, but for a price you

can pay to have your car’s weight and strength enhanced, allowing

it to shove other cars out of the road with ease. Try not to use it

for evil purposes!

● Anarchist Surplus
Location: Nearby the Marina

A classic bomb shop… or so we’ve been told. Drive into the garage

to fit the explosive. Press X at any time to detonate it, and we

mean ANY TIME! Make sure you keep a safe distance away.



Retail:

● Speedmaster Car Showroom
Location: South Wroxeter

If you’re looking for a fancy new ride, check out the selection at the

Speedmaster Showroom. All the latest Menchwagen and Sokudo models make it

here first. Just make sure you pay in full before driving away.

● Fagz ‘n’ Magz Newsagents
Location: In Stanmer and also around the City Centre

All the classiest lads mags and finest superking

cigarettes are available here. Open 24/7 for added

convenience. If you have a surplus of stolen

cigarettes, the newsagents will buy them from you for

a variable exchange rate.

● Tufters
Location: West City Centre

Good quality hunting gear. Apparently, hunting gear

also constitutes semi-automatic weapons and

sawn-off shotguns. We’re not sure exactly how many

hunters actually frequent Tufters, but business has

certainly been booming since the recent rise in

gang violence.

● Barry’s Tools
Location: Shops in South Blackgate & South Redlyn

Barry Higgins is a well renowned name around town.

He sells a variety of power tools and such, but if

you ask nicely he’ll show you the ‘forbidden’

selection of tools (that are actually high powered automatic weapons.)

● Demolitionist Discount Store
Location: South Blackgate

A great resource for construction workers looking

for explosive means to clear rocks and debris. If

you need something that makes a big bang, this is

the way to go. Also great if you need something to

set something else on fire.

● Drome Video Store
Location: Blackgate

The city’s best video rental store. Now stocking DVDs! The owner is a bit weird, but

he has an unparalleled selection of ‘80s sci-fi horror and a vast adult section to

get totally lost in.

● Wroxeter Arcade
Location: Blackgate

It's a retail paradise at Pavilion City’s largest shopping centre! Notable shops

inside are Patel’s Synths, the Wellness Pharmacy (for all your painkiller needs) and

a metric fucktonne of travel agents.

Other Services:

● Blackgate Launderette [FOR SALE!]
Location: Blackgate

We all have dirty laundry, and what better place to

take it than the self-service Launderette? It’s a

vital yet uninspiring establishment that is often

targeted by protection rackets.

● Magpie Pawn
Location: Wroxeter

Waiting patiently for the next economic crash, Magpie

is a long-standing gold trader that will happily buy



any surplus gold and other jewellery from you without asking too many questions about the

origin. Gold tends to increase steadily in price, so we recommend holding on to it for a while

before eventually selling.

● Instacam Photos
Location: Blackgate

Perhaps one day in the future we’ll be able to develop our

photos at home, but for now the Instacam 1 hour service is

our best option.

Vehicle Guide

Nix
Performance: 4
Manufacturer: Hook
Type: Hatchback
Value: 500
Model Year: 1996

A trendy and economic option
for people with short legs.
Very popular with letting
agents. Doesn’t pick up a
lot of speed but is very
easy to park.

Doraibu
Performance: 5
Manufacturer: Vornehm
Type: Saloon
Value: 800
Model Year: 1999

With elegant curves and an
in-built CD player, this is
a top choice for yuppies
looking to get taken
seriously. Not the fastest
car but easy to control,
unlike your ego.

Myriad
Performance: 4
Manufacturer: Menschwagen
Type: Estate
Value: 800
Model Year: 1995

Providing the comfort of a
saloon with the luggage
capacity of an SUV, this car
is perfect for family trips
to the dump. Precise
handling allows for a safe
drive, even when you have
four screaming kids in the
back.

Sugai
Performance: 7
Manufacturer: Lucentair
Type: Sports
Value: 1200
Model Year: 1998

Nimble handling and a great
top speed will provide a
thrilling ride for those who
can afford a car as decadent
as this. You won’t be
disappointed.

Rex
Performance: 2
Manufacturer: Hook
Type: Van
Value: 600
Model Year: 1997

The latest in the popular
Rex series is a van that
will provide years of
loyalty and reliability.
With excellent transporting
capabilities, you’ll see
these favoured by both light
and heavy industries.

Chikara
Performance: 3
Manufacturer: Conduire
Type: Van
Value: 500
Model Year: 1993

For big families that don’t
want a gas guzzling SUV,
here is the alternative. You
won’t get anywhere fast with
this, but you will get there
after several toilet stops.



Hackney
Performance: 5
Manufacturer: United Motors
Type: Public Service
Value: 500
Model Year: 1969

The Hackney cab is a beloved
national icon. You can pay
extortionate rates to ride
in the back and sit in
traffic, or commandeer the
driver seat and pick up
fares for yourself!

Reliant
Performance: 5
Manufacturer: Snaab
Type: Estate
Value: 600
Model Year: 1986

It’s unexciting and boxy but
perfect for families on
middle-class incomes. These
things are going to remain
popular for decades due to
their sheer reliability.
Approach sharp turns with
caution.

Tick
Performance: 4
Manufacturer: Conduire
Type: Hatchback
Value: 300
Model Year: 1965

A design classic.
Particularly popular in
European cities with narrow
streets and limited parking
spaces. Often driven by
students and hippies. Just
don’t expect it to pass its
MOT test.

Orbit
Performance: 7
Manufacturer: Lucentair
Type: Coupe
Value: 1000
Model Year: 1994

Nippy and zippy, this car is
great fun to drive. Drifters
love this model. Very
effective at evading
pursuers and extremely
customisable. Comes in a
range of bright colours.

Novanta
Performance: 6
Manufacturer: Lucentair
Type: Hatchback
Value: 800
Model Year: 1982

Designed at a time when
sharp angles were sexy. The
very powerful engine lets
this ride feel like a muscle
car. This will pick up a lot
of speed, but watch yourself
on tight bends.

Tsuki GT
Performance: 9
Manufacturer: Kyori
Type: Sports
Value: 2000
Model Year: 1990

Mid-life crisis and the
recent divorce hitting your
confidence? Just buy one of
these puppies and you’ll
feel self-assured again in
no time. A stylish frame and
leather seats compliment an
excellent top speed.



Prism
Performance: 8
Manufacturer: Sokudo
Type: Sports
Value: 1500
Model Year: 1992

A panoramic sunroof and all
wheel drive are included in
this sleek performer. An
excellent getaway vehicle.
Comes in lots of pretty
colours.

Rubicon
Performance: 8
Manufacturer: Kyori
Type: Sports
Value: 1200
Model Year: 1984

Engineered to impress with
its unique angular design,
this machine goes places
fast. Comes in a variety of
primary colours to make it
extra conspicuous.

Nucleon
Performance: 7
Manufacturer: Sokudo
Type: Coupe
Value: 1400
Model Year: 1999

A brand new and exciting
arrival to the streets of
Pavilion City. Handles like
a dream and gets up to a
pretty good top speed. The
police are keeping tabs on
people driving these.

Tokyo NX-5
Performance: 9
Manufacturer: Sokudo
Type: Exotic
Value: 4000
Model Year: 1994

A rare and extremely
expensive supercar imported
from Japan. One of these is
for sale at the Speedmaster
Dealership along the Lotus
line. It goes bastard fast.

Police Xanadu
Performance: 12

Great for waging war on the
seas! The Police variant of
the Xanadu has dual forward
facing machine guns which
are perfect for taking out
enemy boats.

Police
Performance: 7
Manufacturer: Lucentair
Type: Public Service
Value: 1000

Used by the constabulary to
effectively pursue criminals
in high speed chases. Based
on Lucentair’s currently
popular Orbit model due to
its manoeuvrability and
powerful engine. Comes with
a variety of sirens.



Havana
Performance: 5
Manufacturer: Hook
Type: Coupe
Value: 2000
Model Year: 1979

This is the signature car of
the Pavilion City Hooligans.
Always comes in the
characteristic Hooligan
electric blue, these can be
found causing trouble all
over town.

Torero
Performance: 6
Manufacturer: Hook
Type: Pickup
Value: 500
Model Year: 1985

This truck is the signature
vehicle of the paramilitary
guerillas that operate
around Pavilion City. It’s
been modified to allow a
faster top speed. Driving
one of these can get you
arrested as a suspected
terrorist pretty quickly.

Borealis
Performance: 5
Manufacturer: Hook
Type: Muscle
Value: 1500
Model Year: 1976

This is the signature car of
The Legion gang. Easily
recognisable thanks to the
custom paint job depicting
flames. It’s very loud and
obnoxious. Understeer makes
handling a bit tricky.

City Rider
Performance: 1
Manufacturer: United Motors
Type: Public Service
Value: 5000

Long, heavy and slow.
Excellent for creating a
road barrier, not so
excellent at getting you
anywhere fast. City Riders
are Pavilion City’s primary
bus service. They never run
on time, if they run at all.

Ambulance
Performance: 6
Manufacturer: United Motors
Type: Public Service
Value: 1000

Can be found parked outside
hospitals. Very fast for its
size, but will suffer from
understeer. Anyone driving
an Ambulance will receive a
steady boost to their
health.

Nensho
Performance: 9
Manufacturer: Sokudo
Type: Motorbike
Value: 5000
Model Year: 1998

Motorbikes are more nimble
than cars on the road,
you’ll go flying if you
crash too fast.

Weapon Guide

01 - Pistol

Now available at Barry’s Tools

A common and inexpensive sidearm, used by law enforcement and criminals alike. Can fire

off six shots before reloading.

02 - 45 Calibre

Now available at Barry’s Tools

Heavier, more expensive and slower to reload than a normal Pistol - but far more

powerful. This is the only handgun available that can kill enemies with just one shot.



03 - Silenced Pistol

Now available at Barry’s Tools

Useful in situations that require stealth. It is as powerful as a normal pistol but it

has a slower fire rate.

04 - Grenade Pistol

Now available at Barry’s Tools

Small but deadly! Essentially a grenade launcher that fits in your pocket. This gun

launches small explosive charges with a short range. Particularly useful at taking out pursuing

vehicles when driving.

05 - Machine Gun

Now available at Barry’s Tools

The least expensive fully automatic weapon available. This thing is cheaply made, has

an unimpressive rate of fire and is wildly inaccurate.

06 - Automatic Pistol

Now available at Barry’s Tools

Start a civil war with this fully automatic imported handgun! It’s more expensive than

the standard machine gun, but it is less erratic and has a slightly faster fire rate.

07 - Silenced SMG

Now available at Barry’s Tools

Lightweight and agile, you’ll be free to dart around while peppering your enemies with

an insane rate of firepower. Just be sure to bring plenty of ammunition.

08 - Combat SMG

Now available at Barry’s Tools

The professional’s choice: combining the destructive power of an assault rifle with

the compact portability of an SMG. Heavy law enforcement favour this weapon to take

down armed criminals.

09 - Riot Shotgun

Now available at Tufters Hunting Gear

When you need a lot of stopping power, this pump-action shotgun will be there for

you. Best used against short-range targets. Some vendors are known to sell these as

‘legal’ hunting weapons.

10 - Lupara

Now available at Tufters Hunting Gear

Controversially sold at Tufters for hunting wolves, but also very effective at crowd

control with an impressive field of fire. Has a fairly slow reload, so make those

shots count!

11 - Combat Shotgun

This fully automatic shotgun is rare, deadly and able to tear through armour and

vehicles frighteningly quickly. A real threat!

12 - Dragoon

Now available at the Demolitionist Discount Store

This unique weapon goes like a firework from hell. It’s fully automatic and each

pellet can instantly kill enemies. One of the most powerful guns available, if you

can afford the hefty price tag.

13 - Trench Sweeper

Now available at Tufters Hunting Gear

Available for gangsters that favour an oldskool piece with plenty of firepower. This

is a signature weapon for many established crime families throughout Pavilion City’s

history.



14 - Kalashnikov

An assault rifle so widely used it features on the flags of nations and has been the

number one killer of capitalists since 1947. Channel your inner-revolutionary!

15 - Assault Rifle

A lightweight and military grade assault rifle with high accuracy and a large

magazine. It’s hard to be outgunned while you’re wielding one of these.

16 - Advanced Rifle

This modern assault rifle has a blistering fire rate and immense projectile speed.

Perfect for picking off enemies at long range.

17 - Heavy MG

Now available at the Demolitionist Discount Store

This machine gun is designed to be mounted on tripods or helicopters but you can

still effectively use it for shredding large groups of enemies or taking out

vehicles.

18 - Flamethrower

Does anyone smell BBQ? Or is it the smell of your enemies being roasted alive by a

projection of hellfire. A terrifying weapon and very effective at short range.

19 - Minigun

If all of the other weapons still don’t satisfy your firepower needs, how about the

minigun? Essentially capable of annihilating anything unfortunate enough to get

within its range. Eats through ammunition like a bastard.

20 - Missile Launcher

Now available at the Demolitionist Discount Store

For specialist demolition work, try out this puppy. It propels highly explosive

rocket propelled grenades in whatever direction you point it. Just stand well out of

the way!

21 - Petrol Bombs

A cheaper make-shift option for anarchists and hooligans really looking to make a

fiery splash. Essentially an ethanol filled bottle stuffed with a rag and lit on

fire. Explodes upon impacting any solid object. The longer you hold down the left

mouse button, the further you will throw.

22 - Hand Grenades

A standard hand grenade. Just pull out the pin and lob it at something you don’t

like. Grenades will bounce against solid objects, so careful they don’t come flying

back your way before exploding.

23 - Satchel Charges

You can use these to set explosive traps. Drop as many as you like, then press X,

then BOOM!

24 - Rocks

Can’t afford proper weapons yet? In the mood for something crude? You can find plenty

of rocks at the beach in Pavilion City. Remember, you can re-use rocks if you recover

them after being thrown.

25 - Bricks

Bricks can commonly be found at construction sites and, like rocks, are reusable

after being thrown.



Known Organisations

● The A-22
Left wing revolutionary militants who hide out in the woods. These guys will

typically only get nasty with you if provoked first. Try not to mention anything

to do with politics around them (they’ll just kick off about how CD players are

enslaving mankind.) They drive around in pickup trucks.

● Pavilion Albion Hooligans
A ragtag group of football hooligans who are too thick to realise they are being

hired into criminal organisations. Hooligans can be found everywhere causing

trouble. They have set up bases of operations at various locations around town,

which we’d recommend to avoid at all costs.

● The Legion
A relatively new group. We’re not sure who is supplying these particularly

nasty thugs, but they’re well funded and heavily armed. They seem to be vying

for a power grab, which is rather worrying for everyone.

● The Territorial Army
The army are a gang in their own right and have taken to patrolling the

northern areas of Pavilion City, looking to try and control the massive gang

conflict which is still rumbling on. When the police become out of their depth,

the army will step in to lend a hand.

● Law Enforcement
If you start causing trouble, the police will try to apprehend you. County police

will be the first responders. Continue misbehaving by resisting arrest and you’ll

eventually come up against the armed riot squad, special forces and eventually

the army.

Sounds of the City

Genres: Italo Disco & Synthpop
Hosted by: Commodore Thompson 95

Genres: Breaks & Oldskool Hardcore
Hosted by: Rory Swan

Genres: House and Techno
Hosted by: DJ Horton XL

Genres: Adult Contemporary
Hosted by: Chris & Eamon

Genres: Worldwide Flavours
Hosted by: Fox Fairlight

Genres: Jungle & Drum ‘n’ Bass
Hosted by: MC Rizlah & Merrick

Genres: Trance & EBM
Hosted by: DJ Farah Hung

Genres: New Age & Ambient
Hosted by: Oli the Oscillator

Genres: Chillout & Downtempo
Hosted by: Callum Davidson



Troubleshooting / FAQ

Q: How do I get non Xinput controllers to work, e.g. PlayStation 4 gamepads?

A: Download the free software DS4 Windows - http://ds4windows.com/

Q: The game is stuttering in full screen mode!

A: Try selecting Windowed mode in the game settings as this can increase

A: Try enabling 'Frame Skip' in the game settings. This reduces the frame limit

from 60 to 30.

Q: How long ago was this project started?

A: I first started developing this game as a teenager, somewhere around the year

2007. At the time I was using Game Maker 6. A long time later, in 2016, I decided to

start making the project again using Game Maker Studio 1.4.

Q: Will this game be ported to other operating systems e.g. Android?

A: Unlikely I’m afraid. It's been made using a legacy edition of Game Maker Studio

and the D3D functions sadly aren't included in Game Maker Studio 2, making it almost

impossible to port to other platforms. With certain 3rd party tools you can emulate

this game on Mac and Linux with varied results.

Cheat Codes

To enter a cheat, press F1 during gameplay. Press ENTER to submit the cheat code.

moneymoneymoney - give ++money

stimulus - give +money

wellweapon - give all guns & ammo

giveall - give full inventory items

donation - lose £1,000 cash

ididitall - gain full wanted level

getaway - lose wanted level

whisky - full health

killme - suicide

nighttime - time set to 0:00

daytime - time set to 12:00

fuchsia - time set to 18:00

waithere - time + 1 hour

spawnride - spawns a random car

spawnbarrel - spawns a red barrel

suckerpunch - explosive punch

birdshit - explosive bullets

savegame - quick save!

angst - kill all NPCs & vehicles

pov - enable ground level camera / 3D mode

revert - end cheat conditions & restore camera mode
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